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"Imagine all the people living life in peace. You may say I'm a dreamer, but I'm not the only one.
I hope someday you'll join us, and the world will live as one."
John Lenhon
iHlymnbai attacks hit close to horn
Molly Lehman
Editor in Chief
Last Wednesday night, Rajeev Roy
'08 received a message from his father.
It read simply, "We are safe."
Roy, whose family lives in Mumbai,
India, had not yet heard the news. He
rushed to CNN and found live footage
streaming from the streets, his city
under siege by terrorists.
Coordinated attacks had been
launched . in locations all around
Mumbai, against two of the city's top
luxury hotels, a Jewish cultural center
and a rail station. The day Roy
received the message, two gunmen
had entered the Chhatrapati Shivaji
Terminus railway station, opening fire
on the platform and later taking aim
on policemen and journalists outside.
At the two hotels, the terrorists
opened fire on the hotel's patrons and
staff, set fire to parts of the hotel,
threw grenades to distract security
forces and took patrons hostage. At
the Jewish cultural center, the rabbi
and his wife were among those killed,
leaving behind their two-year-o-ld son.
The carnage raged for three days,
with the Taj Mahal Palace, a 105-year-- old
city icon, remaining under siege
for nearly 60 hours before security
forces managed, to gain control, The
attacks left in their wake nearly 200
dead, many others seriously injured
and a country facing renewed ques-
tions about its vulnerability to terror-
ist attack.
For many of Wooster's Indian stu-
dents, watching the attacks unfold
from the other side of the world made
it especially difficult. -
"I am a Bombay boy, I love the city
and I would die forjt," Roysaid. "I
wanted nothing more at the time than
to be in Bombay, at the attack sites, to
help in any way I could."
The connection was often personal.
Several Wooster students whose fami-
lies live in Mumbai knew people
injured, killed or taken hostage during
the attack. A close family friend of
Roy's was killed, and his employer
from a summer internship "made a
miraculous escape" from one of the
hotels.
Anish Jain '09, another Mumbai
native, recalled speaking to a friend on
the phone immediately afterward. "My
best friend was outside Hotel Oberoi
ten minutes before the attacks began
and heard a bomb explode while driv
Composting: the next
Emily Tarr
Voice Staff
Over the past several years,
Director of Hospitality Services
Chuck Wagers has been discussing
ideas for composting leftover dining
hall waste with students.
The idea became a reality two
months ago when Beau Mastrine,
director of grounds, told Wagers
about Paradise Lawn Care, a company
in the Wooster area that recently
became a certified Class 2 facility
licensed to compost food waste.
Composting on the College campus
had not been feasible due to the large
amount of. resources that would be
required, including land for compost-
ing, licensing required by the State of
Ohio, specialized machinery and labor
to handle the compost material and
keep the detailed records the State
requires.
As a result, the College decided to
pursue composting offsite using
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ing on the way back home," he said. "I
spoke to him about half an hour after
that and could hear the terror in his
voice. He told me that one of our
friends' mother was held as a hostage
in the Taj Hotel. Thankfully, she was
amongst the first few to be able to
leave the premises."
What the attacks have also done,
Roy said, is bring an unprecedented
awareness of terrorism in India to
Western countries. Jn India, he said,
"Loss of life is often trivialized, and to
me this is also due to the apathy of the
West in noticing them. If nobody is
listening, why bother crying out?" He
pointed out that, in the most recent
attacks, the deaths of Western
tourists have garnered particular
attention. "With the unfortunate
deaths of five Americans, this incident
has been given coverage unlike ever
seen in India's past, although we have
faced such attacks countless times in
the past two decades," he said.
This coverage has also given India
the opportunity to push for progress
in its own security and defense sys-
tems. Since the attacks, complaints
have been raised regarding the gov-
ernment's response time and lack of
an adequate procedure in the event of
such a large-sca- le emergency.
"The government may have tried to
respond as swiftly as it could, but the
lack of infrastructure for such emer-
gency operations made their response
seem delayed," said Jain, "The NSG
National Security Guard comman-
dos took over nine hours to reach the
scene due to logistical issues. The fire
brigade could not gain access to water
pipelines quickly. These problems
need to be addressed first and we need
to ensure that we have a blueprint in
response to any emergency situation
in the country"
The attacks have also sparked
renewed tensions between India and
Pakistan, with the Indian government
. recently releasing statements blaming
Pakistan-base- d groups for the vio-
lence. Mumbai Joint Police
'Commissioner of Crime Rakesh
Maria announced that the one sus-
pected terrorist arrested during the
attacks has been identified as
Mohammed Ajmal Kasab, a 21-year-- old
Pakistani man who spent 18
months at training camps run by
Lashkar-e-Tayyib- a.
See "Mumbai," page 2
Paradise Lawn Care's services. Food
from the dining hall is transported to
Paradise Lawn Care Monday through
Saturday from Lowry and Kittredge
using the College's diesel truck pow-
ered by waste vegetable oil from the
kitchens.
The purpose of the compost pro-
gram is to reduce landfill waste
through collaboration between stu-
dents and College of Wooster
Hospitality Services staff.
"Ideally we would like 100 percent
participation, but realistically we hope
to have a majority of students partic-
ipating in some manner," said Wagers.
On Monday, Nov. 17, a compost
trial run began in Lowry. Garbage
cans have been set up next to the dish-be- lt
in Lowry for meats, plastics and
the brown paper napkins. In order to
participate, all students have to do is
take those three items off their trays
and put them in the garbage cans, and
then return the rest of their food with
their trays. Hospitality Services staff
Viewpoints ' Editor Peter
Gemsheimer writes about
how holiday shopping during
the financial crisis is irre-
sponsible. See page 3.
Sarah Gollwitzer W discuss- -
es the SOA protest in
Georgia that Peace by Peace
organized for College of
Wooster students. See page
3 for the full viewpoint.
Above, the Taj Hotel continues to burn as a result of apparent
Sandeep Unnikrishnan, a National Security Guard officer, is
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frontier of College dining program
will then pulp the organic materials
and get them ready to be transported.
Though all organic materials, such as
paper and vegetable matter, can be
composted, the College plans to limit
the amount of meat at the request of
Paradise Lawn Care to help prevent
animals from being attracted to the
facility.
During the first week of the trial
run, 981 pounds of organic material
were collected. Though this improv-me- nt
is a promising start, there were
some initial problems with the trial
run. Many students were initially
confused about how to separate their
food, and many seem unwilling to
participate. In order to combat this,
Wagers and his team revised the signs
on the Lowry Ballroom wall three
times to simplify and clarify the mes-
sage to students, a measure which
seemed to help.
Additional work was created for the
Lowry workers when the fo6d was
not separated by students. There are
Editor in Chief Missie Bender
composes a guide to Keep
you occupied with creative
ideas throughout the holi-
days. Read f?e full feature on
page 5.
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ways for students to help make the
process more effective, though,
including explaining the process to
others and encouraging them to par-
ticipate.
"Get involved and talk to your fel-
low students, encourage them to do
the right thing. We have learned that
effectively and simply communicating
the message of what we are trying to
do and what we need students to do to
help in the process is critical," said
Wagers.
Food began to be delivered to
Paradise Lawn Care on Monday, Dec.
1. Food from Lowry, Mom's and
Kittredge are initially included in the
compost program. Other areas on
campus may be later incorporated in
the future of the program as well.
"I would love to expand the program
outside the dining areas as our carryout
containers are' mostly compostable and
there is an opportunity for conixsting
other waste materials such as paper
throughout campus," said Wagers.
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Maggie Donnelly writes a
review of the movie "Twilight,'
based on the novel by
Stephenie Meyer. Read more
on page 6.
7
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Muslim militant attacks. Below,
laid to rest (Photos by AP).
Though conix)sting is not the only
step the College can take towards sus-tainabil- ity,
it is definitely a step in the
right direction.
"Composting will not solve the
world's problems or make The College
of Wooster the greenest campus on
earth. However, like turning lights off
when leaving a room; recycling glass,
plastic, paK-r-, and metal; changing light
bulbs from incandescent bulbs to more
efficient compact fluorescent lamps;
pursuing alternative energy powered
vehicles; and sourcing locally produced
foods to support the local economy with
fresher ingredients that have traveled
less distance, using fewer fossil fuels,
and creating less pollution; composting
is one more step towards doing the
right thing and becoming a greener
campus and being a more responsible
environmental steward," said Wagers.
Students who have questions, con-
cerns or ideas for making the process
more effective can contact Wagers at
cwagerswooster.edu.
Kaitlin Krister '10 and Kim
Wenz '10 are leading the
women's basketball team this
season with career high scor-
ing. See page 1 to read more
about the team.
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CAMPUS
Foundation lends
capstone support
The Teagle Foundation, an organiza-
tion dedicated to furthering the
advancement of the liberal arts educa- - j
tion, recently awarded a $300,000
grant to The College of Wooster,
Allegheny College in Pennsylvania, !
Augustana College in Illinois, and i
Washington College in Maryland to
study the impact senior capstone expe- - j
riences, which are part of the curricu-- 1
lum of all four colleges, on a students' I
education.
The project, which will take place I
over four years, will be co-direc- ted by ;
Simon Gray, associate professor of j
computer science at the College. When
the study is completed, each college j
will send representatives to discuss its j
results. Every college participating in j
the study will subsequently use these I
findings to construct a plan to improve j
their senior capstone programs. i
NATIONAL
Democrats lose hope of
majority in the Senate !
On Tuesday, Georgia voters re-- j
elected first-ter- m Republican senator j
Saxby Chambliss to his Congressional ;
position. The runolf election ruined '.
the Democratic Party's hope that it !
would reach a 60-vo- te majority in j
Congress that would have subse- -
quently made it more difficult for I
Republicans to stage filibusters ;
against Democratic legislation. !
Chambliss earned 57.5 percent of j
the vote, while his opponent, Democrat
Jim Martin, only earned 42.5 percent, j
The wide margin by which Chambliss
,
beat Martin indicates that many of the
.'state's Democratic voters who, only a j
; month ago had shown up at the polls to ;
cast their ballot for President-dec- t
Barack Obama, were absent for this
election.
WORLD
Siege of airport in
Thailand abandoned
After a weeklong sit-i- n, antigovern-me- nt
protestors finally abandoned their
siege of Thailand's Suvarnabhumi '
International Airport this past
Wednesday. Although flights began to
arrive that same day, the airport esti- -
,
mates that it will take longer until it is
once again operating normally.
Approximately 230,000 international '
visitors were stranded in Thailand as a
result of the sit-i- n, and airport officials
believe it will be a few days until they
are all able to leave the country.
The protest came after six months of
continuous street rallies held by Thai
who advocate the downfall of the cur-
rent regime. The rallies began after the
Thai government banned Prime
Minister Somchai Wongsawat from the
country's political arena and ordered
the dissolution of his party and two
.
others to which it was related.
Zimbabwe faces
massive epidemic
As a cholera epidemic strikes
Zimbabwe, hundreds of victims strick-
en with the disease are fleeing the coun-
try to seek medical treatment in South
Africa and Mozambique. The epidemic
has already claimed the lives .of 5(i5
people, and is believed to have infected
12,546 more.
The disease spread due to a combi-naio- n
of contaminated water, inade-
quate sanitation and food that had not
.
been properly cleaned.
Officials are citing the outbreak of
cholera as a sign of the collapse of the
country's health system.
Biles compiled by Emily Ryan
In the Nov. 21 issue of the voice,
photographer Erica Hanuschak's last
name was misspelled. In the same
issue, a photo credited 'courtesy Joe
Besl' should have been attributed as
taken 'by Rob Wadleigh'. In both
cases, an editor erred.
While we strive for excellence
every week, we too sometimes fall
short. Please send your corrections
to vokewouster.ettu.
Moot Court advances
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Struggling automotive industry affects
Emily Ryan
News Editor
General Motors, once the largest
automaker in the world, informed
Congress last Tuesday that it is pre-
pared to significantly reduce its scope
of .operations as part ,- - .
of an effort to secure It DO CHS 3.TC DClllg
a federal bailout. purchased, tliese compa- -
General Motors 1 1
and fellow Detroit car llieS Can't make WtS.
manufacturers Ford T-- 1
.1 1 i
Motor company and Everything depends on
Chrysler hav e asked wliat CUStOniCTS are
for a combined loan of . .
$3 billion from the UOing. '
federal government in
the hopes that they
may avoid financial FORMER
collapse and return to
profitability within
the next few years.
The sluggish American auto indus-
try is yet another symptom of the
country's struggling economy, and the
debate over whether the govennent
should bail out General Motors, Ford
and Chrysler, collectively known as the
Big Three, lias become very heated.
When the Big Three went before
Congress a lew weeks ago to present
plans for they intended to move for-
ward through the economic crisis, law-
makers worried that the plans were not
sxrific enough and did not address
many concerns that Congressional
members had previously voiced.
However, the Big Three recently
returned to Congress to present plans
Violent crimes incite distress for Woo students
Mumbai
continued from page I
The group, widely known by its
acronym' LwT, is a Pakistan-base- d
terrorist group connected to al
Cjacda. LcT was banned from
Pakistan in 2())'2 following an attack
on the Indian parliament and has
denied any involvement in tin-attack- s,
but the association has
nonetheless fueled angry anti-Pakist- an
sentiments in India. U.S.
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice
Below, the Chatrapathi Sivaji
, t
that many, President-ele- ct Barack'
Obama included, consider to represent
a more serious attempt at addressing
the economic problems the corpora-
tions face.
Nevertheless, while such politics
play out on a national level the auto
industry crisis has
made its effects felt
in the small com-
munities of Wayne
and Holmes coun-
ties in Ohio. LuK
USA, which is
owned by
Schaefller Group,
an auto company
based in Gcr-man- y,
OCHMID is the largest
PRESIDENT OF LUK employer in the
AND TEKFOR tmvn '' .Wooster,
producing automo
bile parts for car manufacturers. I-'o- rd
and General Motors are its two largest
customers.
This year already, the LuK USA
plant has cut over goo jobs in addition
to putting a hiring freeze into effect
this past July.
Marc McGrath, the president of
LuK, is quoted in The Daily Record
as saying that he believes LuK is fac-
ing about a year and a half of poor
economic performace, but hopes that
the emergence of new products in
the automotive industry and a grow-
ing Asian market will allow for the
company to stage a comeback in
520 10 or 201 1.
LuK USA is not the only local plant
lias joined Indian authorities in
emphasizing the nation's "special
responsibility" to cooperate with the
proceedings, although Pakistani
President Asif Ali Zardari denies
any Pakistani connection.
Because of the nations' already ten-
uous relationship, said Roy, it is diff-
icult to separate accusations of
Pakistan-base- d terror groups from
those of Pakistan itself. TKjor years,
the government has known of terror
cells; unfortunately, these have often
been on Pakistani soil or Pakistan-occupie- d
Kashmir. The government
Terminal railway station hosts the
. j
. -j. ';
to finals in the O.C
that has been forced to make cutbacks
on employment. Tekfor USA which
is also the subsidiary of a German
company and produces auto parts like
LuK USA recently laid off 2.r
employees.
On top of this, International
Automotive Corporation, whose head-
quarters are in llolniesvill'e of neigh-
boring Holmes County, Ohio, let go of
t.r workers in that same town last
October. Ov erall last year, the company
was forced to close seven of its plants
across the nation.
For now, the future of these compa-
nies and their workers is uncertain.
Below, local plant LuK USA currently suffers from the dis-
mal financial state of the Big Three (Photo by Elena Dahl).
cr
" TT"''"
has its hands tied, because a strike by
a sovereign nation to protect itself
against such terror camps would be
looked at as an attack on Pakistani soil
by our neighbor. We definitely do not
want to invite a war through such
actions."
The tensions have occasionally
found their way into the conversa-
tions between Indian and Pakistani
students on campus, altliough differ-
ences in opinion are usually managed
amiably.
' While there have been'stray argu-
ments, the usual rapport is' friendly
injured and dead (Photo by AP).
.:".r
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This past Friday and
Saturday, The College of
Wooster's Moot Court team
competed in the regional
competition locally that
would decide which individ-
ual two-pers- on teams go on
to the national Moot Court
competition in Orange
County, Calif. A total of
eight teams from Wooster
will be advancing to the next
level, along with two teams
from Denison University.
The dates of the national
competition are January 16
and 17, 2009. lt will be held
at Chapman University's
School of Law in the city of
; Orange, This competition
will be the final event of the
Moot Court season (Photo
courtesy Audrey Hudak).
local plants
Whether the potential bailouts of the
Big Three will help struggling auto
manufacturers' in this area remains to
be seen. However, there is no ambigu-
ity as to the dire straits of the auto
industry
As Chris Schmid, former president
of LuK and Tekfor, is quoted in the
Daily Record, "If no cars are being
purchased, tliese companies can't make
parts. Everything depends on what
customers are doing. As a business, if
you want to survive and remain prof-
itable even during downturns, really
the only place to reduce cost is in the
employment area."
u n . 1
Mi
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and cordial. There are strong friend-
ships 'across the borders and many
former students have maintained the
same," said Roy, adding that a cam-
pus panel discussion of the issue
would be a good idea. "We have all
received a different view on the his-
tory of these two nations ... Tjhese
two groups are amongst the biggest
international populations on the
campus and this rivalry internation-
ally is probably the most volatile at
the moment and in the past few-decades.- "
"We realize that it is only certain
people who are the cause of such
tragedies and everybody should not
bear the brunt of it simply because
they originate from a certain place,"
said Jain. "We have always resected
each others' countries and will contin-
ue to do so."
Whatever happens, the impact of
the attacks will continue to be felt in
countless ways as India begins to
repair the damage done in its most
populated city. "This attack has awak-
ened the nation. The people are
demanding a more accountable gov-
ernment, better intelligence measures,
and better allocation of resources,"
said Jain.
Roy echoed him, saying, "There is a
drive this time to not forget; the spirit
of Mumbai is to recover in a matter of
days, but this time,( there is a silent
pressure to not let that happen, and to
let the mourning continue, so that the
central government hears us."
for an Indian student's perspective on
the tragedy in Mumbai, read the feature
on page 5.
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Why are you reading the Voice? Don't you have a paper to write, an exam to
study for, a lab report to finish up and some packing to do!' I lasn't your IS. advi-
sor been sending you increasingly irate emails about Chapter Two? I laven't you
been wearing the same socles for five days because you don't have the time or
energy to haul laundry to the basement?
We know that this is one of the most academically stressful times of the year
at the College and that, unlike Independent Study, this one doesn't have the
promise of an ecstatic campus parade at the end. Believe us, we sympathize
after all, we're also producing a paper in the middle of it. We feel your post-caffei- ne
hangover pain. .
We'd like to take this opportunity, then, to offer some encouragement from
champion stressed-o- ut individuals. Take a deep breath. Things will be fine.
Come up with a schedule that allows an hour for a walk with your iPod, the last
half-ho- ur of House or a trip to Mom's to spend the last of your Flex Dollars on
a cup of hot chocolate and some Twizzlers. Panic, after all, only slows you down.
And remember, too, that beyond the tropical storm of exam week lies the
calm, almost unnervinirlv Deaceful bav of winter break. Turnimr that final exam
in. finishing those last, nossihlv vindictive comments on vour nmf'cssor cvalua- - ! Protest. College students, private
tions and hauling six trash bags of that accumulated laundry all your socks!
to your car will feel all the sweeter when it comes after some long niglits'and
hard work.
We at the Voice would like to wish you the best of luck as you slog through
these last few weeks and wish you the happiest of holidays, away from every-
thing except the family dog, the family couch and your DVD of "National
Lampoon's Christmas Vacation." Have a good one.
Debt, now 50percent off
Hey there, holiday shoppers.
Looking for a good deal and a way to
stabilize international markets? Why
not try some of the great bargains
our friends in the retail sector of the
economy are ottering? Need a pair of
petergernshelmer
Dolce & Gabbana
boots costing
$1,375? Now you
can get this great
pair of priceless
footwear at the
amazing discount
price of $82.r!
Are you looking for a new flat-pan- el
television to replace your
three-year-ol- d, completely outdated
plasma? Why not help Sony stop its
stock's precipitous fall by buying
their state-of-the-- art LCD, marked
down from $2,799.99 to the much
more reasonable
$2,499.99. That's
savings of $300!
This season,
more than ever
(and they do it a
lot), the retail
section of the
economy is pit-
ting its hopes on
extreme mark- -
Maybe the best gift you
can give is offering to pay
off someone's
outstanding debt they
have left overfrom last
December.
downs on their
goods to entice
cash-strapp-
ed buyers to venture out
in the bitter winter of economic
recession and spend their money.
Black Friday deals began before
Black Friday and discounts on luxury
items have gone into the 70 percent
territory. Retail chains are also cut-
ting back their orders up to 15 per-
cent on items that typically sell well
during the holidays. Sweater short-
age, anyone?
Doesn't this seem messed up to
anyone? Isn't the reason we're in this
economic crisis because people felt
like they needed things they couldn't
afford so badly they were willing to
bankrupt themselves?
Basically, what retailers are saying
is that they know you don't have
money, so they're going to give you
the opportunity to spend less of the
cash you just don't have. Great. At
least we know we still have the
$2,000 spending cap on our Visa.
I'm not going to start the spiel
about how the holiday season should-
n't be about giving material goods
but about family or friends. That's
been done enough and it's pretty self-evide-nt.
What should consider is
whether we really feel compelled to
buy the same presents that we're
driven to buy normally.
The entire financial crisis started
when people got loans they couldn't
afford, defaulted on them and the
banks lost a tremendous amount of
money. Now companies are asking us
to buy unnecessary products when
everyone is having trouble paying olf
their homes. It's not worth it. To put
it simply, if you don't have the money
to buy gifts, don't buy them.
It's worth noting that spending j
money on junk is exactly what our 1
economy needs right now. The con- -
sinner spending freeze of late has !
aggravated the economic situation to
the point that we are not officially in
a recession. (Which is why the Dow
dropped about who points on
Monday. But,'
really, did this
news really sur-
prise anyone who
wasn't on the
floor. of the
NYSK?) So, if
you really want to
do the economy
good right now,
go take a
Hummer off of
G.M.'s hands for
Christmas.
But buying presents at the expense
of personal financial stability is not
worth it. The old economy was based
on debt and the consumer's willing-
ness to go into it.
The new economy, the one that
must inevitably rise out of the ashes
of the stock market crash of this
year, cannot rely on the old mentality
of buy now, pay later. The kind of
forced spending that tends to happen j
at this time of year is not what the j
consumer needs.
This season will not be a great j
time for retailers. No matter what '
their markdowns, they will not sell j
what they have sold in years past. But i
this time of year doesn't have to be a j
stress for the consumer. Presents are
'
not that important, especially if it
puts you in fiscal peril.
Maybe the best gift you can give is
offering to pay olf someone's out-
standing ' debt they have left over
from last December.
Peter Gernsheimer is a Viewpoints editor.
He can be reached for comment at
IKjfrtmheimerffKfM'mstrr.fdH.
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go down .to the
School of the lAmcricas (SOA)
high school students, teachers and
Ursuline nuns people from all over
the country (and even Canada) come
to protest the SOA and the type of
training that'gocs on there.
A wide variety of people can easily
get behind the issue of closing the
SOA. Through the Freedom of
Information Act, it is easy to find the
number of Latin American paramili-
tary soldiers who received schooling
at the SOA and have also been
accused of murder and other human
rights violations. Many people would
The Big Three American
automakers GM, Ford and
Chrysler are currently on their
hands and knees begging for a $34
billion handout .from the 'govern-
ment. The automakers don't deserve
the nioneyAVhile the economic cri-
sis has hit auto sales particularly
hard people don't usually buy
cars when they think they might be
laid off their troubles are largely
their own fault.
During the 1 !)!)()' s, the Big Three
made record profits by selling gas-guzzli- ng
trucks and SUVs. And whgl
did they do with these profits?
They invested itniii building even
bigger and more fuel-hung- ry, vehi-
cles, and when Congress considered
forcing them to improve mileage,
they would have none of it. Who
besides Toyota,
Honda, Nissan
and an assort-
ment of smaller
foreign car com-
panies would have
thought to pre-
pare for a time
when fuel prices
would go up or the economy might
take a dive? '
The extent of the management's
stupidity goes well beyond their
choice to invest so heavily in pricey
gas-guzzle- rs. As a recent New York
Times article pointed out, restruc-
turing has been made almost impos-
sible for the Big Three because they
' '
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agree that the United States could be
spending our tax dollars on 'much
better things than training military
personnel who are not even a part of
the U.S. military. This is part of the
reason why the democratic socialists
oppose the SOA.
.
Government funding for the SOA
is a dear example of how capitalism
is influencing our government. By
training Latin American military, the
United States is ensuring that we
have trading partners and allies in
the future. There are no other viable
reasons for this type of U.S. partici-
pation in other countries. The claim
may be that the SOA helps other
countries by training them to fight
paramilitaries and drug-relat- ed con-
flicts; however, participating in a
massacre aiid killing Ursuline sisters
is not exactly the same thing. We
must also remember that this is not
the only way in wliiclutHt' United
States acts as a dominating force
internationally.
The United States has involve-
ments in many countries purely for its
own interest with disregard for what
may be licst for the people who actu-
ally live in those countries. Just to
and Mazda all belong to one of the
Big Three. .
These brands mostly sell the same
sort of cars, SUVs and trucks, so
owning all these brands has meant
that the Big Three have been spend-
ing enormous minis of money mak-
ing multiple versions of the same
types of vehicles. GM, Ford and
Chrysler produce a total of 1 1 1
models. In comparison, the top three
Japanese automakers produce a total
of 5S models.
Some say that Congress should do '
nothing about the automakers' blun-
dering anil let the businesses go
under. TIiks would be a mistake.
Taken together, the Big Three, their
suppliers, and the local economies
that depend on them employ several
million people. If all of these people
lost their jobs and could no longer
spend, the impact on the rest of the
economy would be disastrous.
While Congress must save the
auto industry, this $34 billion bailout
is not the whole answer. GM alone is
losing $2 billion per month, so it's a
safe bet thtit the automakers will be
back on their knees in front of
Congress by early next year, plead-
ing for more money.
Furthcrnrc, there is no reason to
think that the leadership of the Big
Three, who did not even bother to
come up with a plan for how they
would spend the money before ask-
ing for the bailout, can get their
companies out of this mess. And
Mil 0? a Ca1)
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m
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Cartoon drawn by Andy Kissinger. Send comments to him at AKissinger10wooster.edu.
SOA protest offers a chancefor change
for tiic past tn ret years 1 nave
taken a 12-ho- ur drive in a cramped
bus with people I don't know down to
Ft. Benning, Ga. and loved every
minute of it.
This trip happens every year and is
organized by the
Peace by Peace
group. Our col-
lege group meets
up with the
J InterKeligious
Task Force from
Cleveland and we
make it clear, I am not against U.S.
involvement in other countries:
involvement such as humanitarian
aid, stepping in to end genocide and
other constructive actions are very
important reasons. However, where
we are involved needs to be looked at
more closely. When people in El
Salvador are asking us that instead of
"helping them" by putting money into
the SOA we instead send the money
as humanitarian aid for food or
healthcare, that is a situation where
we have to rethink our involvement.
We have an opportunity to change
this, This year at the SOA protest,
people were more excited about the
prospect of the school closing,
empowered by the clcction of Barack
Obama.' SOA Watch was taking
advantage of this ' enthusiasm ' and
circulating a petition to be sent to
Obama to close the SOA. This is only
one xif the possible positive changes
that we can make. After January
comes ami goes, please keep in mind
that Obama cannot do it alone.
Sarah Gollwitzer is an occasional con-
tributor to the Voice. She can be reached
at SGollwitzertKticooster.edu.
Automakers don't deserve bailout
1
t ro:.buchanan
i
i
bought so inany subsidiaries. Brands, why should they, when they know
like Hummer, Volvo, Saab, Dodge, that if they fail, Congress will have
Chevrolet, Pontiac, Jeep, Cadillac no choice but to throw more money
at them?
Congress should threaten to
nationalize any of the Big Three that
squanders the bailout money. By tak-
ing control of the businesses,
Congress would have the authority to
ivstnit the exorbitant pay and bonus-
es of the bosses and, if necessary, fire
them while withholding their multi-milli- on
dollar "golden parachutes."
So how should this arrangement
with Congress owning the car com-
panies work? Congress doesn't know
anything about how to run the com-
panies' day-to-d- ay operations, so it
should replace the current corporate
leaders with someone who does
perhaps the CEO of a more success-
ful manufacturer in Europe, Japan or
Korea.
Whoever Congress chooses should
have autonomy to run their business,
lyit they should be put up for review
after a year or so. If they have made
progress, they keep their job. If they
fail. Congress finds someone else.
After the companies have been
nursed back to health, Congress
would sell them back to the privati-
se! tor and maybe even make a profit.
Lawmakers have spent a lot of
time chastising the Big Three's
CEOs for their greed and idiocy, but
whining will make absolutely no dif-
ference. If Congress really wants
these industries to improve, it needs
to hold the leadership accountable
.
with more than just hot air.
lioss litulianan is a Vinifoints editor, lie
can be reached jar comment at
ltlhiihananOt)(awooster.edu.
Got an Opinion?
View points wants to hear what you think about current events ami issues from campus develop-
ments to global news. If you're interested in writing, or if you'd like to connneiit on what you've read
here, contact Viewpoints at voicevit'wpoii!tsvoostiT.cdi
k
The Voice welcomes letters to the editors!
Letters cannot exceed .'$')() words in length and must he received bv the Voice by .1 p.m. on the Monday
before Friday pflilication.
All letters must he signed, observe standard spelling and grammatical rules and include contact infoi
mation. The Voice reserves the right to proofread and withhold letters.
Please send letters via e-m-ail to voicevievvKints(()vvooster.i,du. Ix ttcrs can also Ik- - sent hy campus mail to
C-3I-S7, The H hosier Voice, College of Wooster, Wooster, Oil 44(i!)l.
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Downtown Wooster shops help spread holiday cheer
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Christmas decorations in Florence, Italy (Photos by Allana Mortell).
department store, or even just a .sim-
ple green wreath with a candy cane in
the middle outside the pastry shop
front door, the Italians certainly
know how to make one feel at home
during the holidays.
Although the tradition of
Christinas store displays and lights
strung all over the city .is definitely
similar to that of American tradi-
tions, talking with my Italian teacher
franc esca, I discovered the Italians
have a few other, very different and
outrageous holiday traditions.
First, it is customary for all Italians
of all ages, young and old, to wear
red underwear yes, you heard me
correctly underneath their cloth-
ing on New Year's Eve. It doesn't
matter what color the rest of your
clothing is, your underwear has to be
red. At New Year's F.ve parties, I was
told it is not uncommon for the host
to request a "check," just to make sure
j
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Another holiday season is fast approaching, and bringing with it the festivities, cheerful decorations, major sales and glad tidings we all anticipate and
delight in each year. Like a real-lif- e Christmakwanzaakkah miracle, this joyous time will arrive just in time to alleviate symptoms of those most feared
December ailments the winter blues and senioritis. Even if you're scrounging for pennies until the gifts roll in, feeling sick from too many peppermint
mochas and too much eggnog or just wishing you could take a vacation, you can find something to smile about and be grateful for right here in Wooster.
ILocal businesses, such as the pictured stores along Liberty Avenue, are helping members of both the city and The College of Wooster communities get
Into the holiday spirit and reminding us to get started on our shopping before all the good stuff gets snagged by creating bright, festive seasonal
displays in their windows. So instead of lamenting your inability to finance your Starbucks addiction, why not take a stroll through downtown Wooster, get
some fresh air and admire the elves, snowflakes and decorated miniature trees? Clockwise from top left: Gallery in the Vault, White Jewelers, the build-
ing that houses Wayne County Title Agency and Keating Law.Offices, Sam and Stan's Army Navy Store, Sew Krazy (Photos by Sarah Harbottle). Abby
Gordon
An American girl in Italy, part two: Holiday traditions abroad
Allana Mortell
Senior Staff Writer
Buon Natale! Sending my holiday
greetings to- - Wooster, Ohio all the
way from Florence, Italy!
With the temperatures slowly
dropping day by day, downpours of
rain and thunder that will hopefully
turn to snow soon and Christmas
lights strung all the way across the
top of my street, it is finally starting
to feel like Christinas over here.
Even though the Christmas dis-
play windows were set up in all the
department stores weeks ago, with
the weather still in the (iOs and the
lights not even strung, there was no
way I could get into the Christinas
spirit because I was too busy think-
ing about Thanksgiving.
Now, with one holiday down and
one more to go, the excitement and
anticipation about Natale, the Italian
word for Christmas, is evident all
over the city.
On my daily walk to school, almost
every building I pass is decorated
with some sort of Christmas display.
Whether its "MEKKY CHRIST-
MAS" written on the front of , the
door of United Colors of Benetton,
the outrageous Christmas tree dis-
play with fake snow, hanging angels
and mannequins dressed in Christmas
clothing in Coin, the high-en- d
you're following the traditional rules.
Supposedly, following this tradition
will bring you good luck for the-new-ye- ar
and all Italians take this tradi-
tion very seriously.
Then, on New War's Day, if an
Italian spots an Italian man with
blond hair who is not their relative,
boyfriend, friend or another acquain-
tance, you will also have good luck for
the new year. However, I have yet to
see a single blond Italian man here in
Florence; the stereotype really tends
to be true: tall, dark and handsome.
With the days to Christmas rapidly
approaching, the final countdown of
my clays left in Italy sec'tns to be mov-
ing more quickly each clay As excited
as I am to go home for the holidays,
just thinking about the difficulty, of
transitioning back to American life is
extremely unnerving.
I can't imagine waking up in my
room, alone, without my seven room-
mates, or eating dinner at fi p.m.
instead of !) like the Italians, or
drinking my morning espresso in a
tiny cup at the bar because to ask for
my coffee to go is a foreign concept
for Italians or even not being able to
eat gelato any time of any day
rain, sun or even snow.
With only three weeks left, I've
really got to make the most of my
time, soak everything possible in and
start preparing for the Christinas sea-
son, back in Chicago. Ciao!
The Wooster Voice
Patrick Hughes
A&E Editor
Thanksgiving has come. and gone,
and with its passing, Americans every-
where are heing coniensated for their
loss with handl'uls of cherry-flavore- d
antacids and the ushering in of the
winter holiday season.
In an effort- - to reflect the spirit of
this holiday reverie. Vice President of
Academic Affairs Iain Crawford, Vice
President for Academic Affairs and
Gingrich Professor of German emeri-
tus Richard Figge will pair together
tomorrow, Saturday, Dec. 7 for a read-
ing of the Charles Dickens classic "A
Christmas Carol" in New York, NY.
The event, which is catered towards
alumni, audiences in the New York
area, will be followed by a dessert
, reception.
The reading has special significance
be cultured
Delbert G. Lean, a Seech professor
who had recently joined the College's
faculty, decided to give a gilt to the
Wooster community by doing a read-
ing of the story for the public to enjoy.
The present was very well received
by all in attendance, so much that
Professor Lean continued to do his
annual reading for the entirety of his
50-ye- ar career at the College. Lean's,
reading of "A Christmas Carol"
became one of Wooster's most enjoy- -'
able holiday traditions, albeit seldom
known by the later generations of
Fighting Scots.
For many of those who were at' the
College during Lean's tenure, the
well-spok- en professor's "Carol" still
.
holds a .special place in their hearts.
"We did the Carol during Alumni
Weekend '2008 on a 90-degr- ee day,"
said Sharon Rice, assistant director of
alumni relations at The College of
Wooster. "We did the reading during
in the history of the College. Aside Alumni Weekend at the request of the
from being one of the most well- - Class of 19.58. It was their .loth.,
known tales of yuletide magic, "A reunion and their senior year at
Christmas Carol" has been a part of Wooster was the last year that Dr.
The College of Wooster's holiday eel- - Lean read the Carol here."
ebrations for nearly a century. In 1908, The reading this Saturday w ill be
Spend some time with friends and play the traditional
game of dreldel. You only need two people to play, but
the more the merrier! Kerns needed; a dreldel (available
at most part stores and surplus stores) and tokens
(chocolate gelt, money or
raisins). How to play: distribute
the tokens evenly to all players
and sit surrounding an Imagi-
nary pot The youngest person
playing always begins the game
and each player gets a chance
to spin the dreldel. Each side of
the dreidel is marked with a
Hebrew letter: "Shin" means
that you put one token Into the
center pot, "Nun" means that
you do nothing, "Glmmel"
means that you take al Ithe
1
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tokesn from the center pot and "Hay" means that you
take half of the tokens In the pot (and remember to
always round up). The one with the most tokens winsl
be creative
piece of fabric to signal for
help in case you become
stranded, jumper cables,
Friday, December 5, 2008 .
"Christmas Carol" returns to Wooster
Crawford and Figge's sixth time
reciting the Dickens tale for alumni '
audiences since first reading it
together in 'JootJ.
In that time, the duo has been met
w ith seemingly as much praise as their
late predecessor.
Figge is an accomplished character
actor, appearing in the title role of
"Cyrano de Bergerac" and as
. Prospero in Shakespeare's "The
Tempest." He has performed in
Washington, D.C. with President
Ronald Reagan and has also per-
formed two one-ma- n plays, appear
ing as Clarence Darrow and John
Barry more.
Crawford's work adds some aca-
demic weight to the performance, as
he did graduate work on Charles
Dickens at the University of
Leichester. Dickens's work is a spe-
cialty of the Dean, who has also
served as a trustee for The Dickens
Society.
"They have a terrific time doing the
reading together and they play off of
one another very well," said Rice. "The
audience -- response has consistently
been very, very positive."
The Voice G u 5 die
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warm up
Microwave milk and add
vanilla extract, peppermint
extract and sugar to make a
delicious alcohol-fre- e bev-
erage. Finish with whipped
cream and stir with a candy
cane for extra holiday cheer.
M
stay safe
Make sure to stock your car,
up with the following items
to ensure a safe and happy
ride to Grandma'sl Include a
snow shovel, an ice scraper,
rock salt, a brightly colored
1
be decorative
i
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.
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extra gloves and other cold-weath- er accessories,
' first-ai- d supplies and a compass (if your car doesn't
have one). Don't forget to invest in snow tires for
long trips!
be eco-friend- ly
Recycle newspaper by wrapping
your gifts in it. Hey, this newspaper
you're reading is perfect!
Making a snowman ornament is a fun craft
for you and your little sibling to do togeth-
er. Find a burnt out light bulb and cover it
with acrylic paint (found at any craft store).
Plaster the light bulb with white paint
When the paint dries, blot on littel buttons
and a face with a Q-ti- p using black paint
Finish the ornament by tying a ribbon
around the neck of the snowman. Attach a
looped ribbon to the back of the snowman
with hotglue. After everything dries, hang
the snowman on your treel
Need a last minute party treat? Make Rice Krispie Gifts! Mix a quarter cup of butter with one
package of marshmallows and six cups of Kellogg's Rice Krispies cereal in a saucepan on
i low heat Stir the ingredients together and then poor the mixture into a regular sized buttered
cake pan. Let the mixture sit in the pan until the pan cools. Cut the big square into at least
a dozen squares. Take red licorice and wrap each square as if it were the ribbon on a pres-
ent Place each wrapped treat on a large serving plate and pass out these yummy edible
presents to friends and family.
Compiled by Missie Bender
All photos by AP
Wooster students turn novelists
Abby Gordon
Features Editor
November means a variety of
things to college students grey
skies and snow, finals, frustrating trav-
el situations at best, we might find
solace in a few days of queen-size- d
beds and comfort food. But some of
our more ambitious peers found a less
conventional (and far more produc-
tive) leisure activity: National Novel
Writing Month.
The challenge presented by
NaNoWriMo, which has grown expo-
nentially from 2 1 participants when it
started in 199!) to over 100,000 w rit-
ers in its tenth year, is to start writing
a .r0,(K)0 word novel (that's about 100
times longer than this article) on
November 1 and finish no later than
Wooster peers), had fun with it and
felt they expanded their horizons in
some way. In reflecting upon the "hard
sci-- fi epic . romantic comedy" he
penned this year and noted, "I learned
interesting facts about space from the
research I did for it, so that was fun.
And I used a bunch of stuff I learned
in. Astronomy class last year."
Bain said, "Writing is such a depar-
ture from my schoolwork that even
though it was a lot. of work and took
up a lot of mental energy, it was uitc
relaxing." Along with the novelty of
extensive "creative writing. Bain also
really appreciated a favorite campus
study spot. She said, "Practice rooms
in Scheide are a great place to knock
off a few thousand words, especially
very late at night."
Not convinced':' The NaNoWriMo
midnight on November 30. If you tin- - organization's official website promis- -
ish and submit your novel by the dead- - es, "The reasons (to participate) are
line, you're -- a winner, quality be endless!" Their reasons ranged from
damned so in that sense, participating in a great art form with- -
NaNoWriMo is less daunting than I.S.
You might think, "That sounds
pointless and impossible!" But
Ashley Bain 'l 1 and Nathan Comstock
'10 both stepped up to the plate this
year (along with at least a few other
ers, first-time- rs and seasoned vets,
decide to give it a try. The ever-growi- ng
numbers suggest that most of
these varied contestants find the expe-
rience rewarding.
Both Comstock and Bain feel their
novels have some potential, and both
described their stories as science fic-
tion, but the similarities end there.
Bain, who is a second-tim- e participant,
said that the project helped her stress
less about schoolwork and "kick back
and have some creative fun." She ful-
filled the challenge and said she would
definitely like to participate again.
Comstock has taken on the task
annually since he was a senior in high
school hut has yet to produce AO.OOO
words in a month. He said, "This year
I only made it to aliout 12,000. .'ts.ooo
is my record so far; that was freshman
year." While he normally has a lot of
fun trying to complete the challenge,
Comstock admitted, "I had less free
time this semester, so the novel was
out stressing over quality to discover- - just too much stress." lie hopes to go
ing new obscure references and mock- - for it again next year, hut he added,
ing "real" novelists who take too long "I.S. might pose a problem." Perhaps;
to produce their books. Lach year but then again, writing 3S,0()0 words
more people from all over, of all ages, for pleasure in your spare time makes
including amateurs and serious writ- - I.S. sound like child's play.
5
you are interested in-writin- g for. International Insight, please contact
International Student Association President Itai Sanji at Injanjil l(ciwooster.edu.
Last week's terrifying attacks on
Mumhai, India left in their wake
death and destruction on the
ground, confusion and helplessness
around the country and horror in
the minds of --mil- lions' around the
world, including many on campus;
watching the
i I w I 1 1 I
anoopparik
events unfold on
television.
For a long
time we had no
words to express
our feelings. We
sat glued to news
. channels, unable
to understand what to say, words of
anger, disgust, fear and hope inter-
mittently filtering through our
shocked minds. Sitting thousands of
miles'-fro- m home we watched the.
heart of our country under the siege
of terror.
The tragedy was unimaginable,
the 'lack of respect for human life
tered through 'the disbelief. It was
close tnimpnssihlc to articulate our
thoughts at the time, it is terribly
hard to know how to respond to the
atrocity even now.
Mumhai, the city that epitomizes
the nation that is home to over a bil-
lion, the city that almost single-handed- ly
supports the economy of
the largest democracy in the world,
the city that represents the Indian
dream in its truest form, a city that
never turns away those who seek its
embrace, had been, taken over by ter-
rorists. This meant more than just
an attack on the 1!) million w ho ( all
Mumhai home; it meant that the
entire country was at war.
The implications of the attacks
are manifold. One need only take
glance at any leading newspaper to
know that India stands at a very cru-
cial juncture in its history and its
future is closely related to that of
the entire world. The effects of the
attacks will be felt in the spheres of
economics, politics and international
relations, internal security and will
affect the national psyche in an
unprecedented manner.
It is not that India is any stranger
to tenoYism the last six months
have seen six major attacks around
the nation and India ranks second in
the world in terms of" the terror
strikes it faces. What's different this
time, as many repeat over and over,
is that enough is enough.
The scope of the horror
unleashed by the terrorists is mind-boggli- ng
the 10 young men
hoped to kill up to .r,00) people, rav-
age the city until it was on its knees
and do so until they all breathed
their last.
The targets were the most crowd-
ed places in Mumhai, the places that
!! h
were the landmarks of the city,
places where one would find all
kinds of 'people the city had to offer.
The terrorists planned to create
havoc; to- - kill indiscriminately and
cause destruction till they were
caught or killed.
'? The strikes left close Ur'200 dead
and over 300 injured. Numbers, they
say, speak for themselves. But it is
only now"-tha- t .the people of India
are waking. lip to the fact that their
combined voices can to be heard too.
All across the nation there has
been unparalleled outrage at the
events; people want action to be
taken, people want to know what
went wrong and.vaiit their country
safe again. It is tragic that only in
the face of horror can a country
unite, but it is the hope of most that
this will lead to a safer India, if not
a safer world.
'Sentiments- - understandably, are
running high in India, both on the
was shocking; our hearts went out streets and amongst the authorities,
to all who were in Mumhai at this The situation has already been
time of horror and silent prayers lil- - politicized with an eye on the
upcoming national elections and the
media frenzy has left people gasping
for the truth. '
Those affected directly are trying
to limp back to normal life, others
are venting. their anger through dia-
tribes against the suspected perpe-
trators, while everyone prays for a
safer future. Tension is already ris-
ing in South Asia as leaders from
India and Pakistan begin their antic-
ipated exchange of blame and try to
use the situation to gain political and
tactical mileage.
Hut this is not a time for indis-
criminate anger, not a time to raise
spectres from a violent and tragic
past, it is not a time to secure votes
or gain alliances, it is not a time to
align with extremists or liberals, it is
not a time to speculate nor a time to
sit hack and spew fire against old
enemies or act hastily.
Some atrocities are too big to be
.turned into trivial issues. Some !
atrocities demand action and'
demand action based on prudence.
The voices in India are finally begin-
ning to unite and they can hear an
.echo from across borders, near and
far. And these voices are demanding
immediate action.
All I hope is that action is taken
prudently, justice is served rapidly
and fairly, anger is restricted by rea-
son, hope is not thwarted by pes-
simism, that the dead and wounded
do not become mere numbers in our
'memories and that we never experi-
ence another tragedy like this.
And I also pray that my hope res-
onates amongst people around the
world as we grieve for the losses
borne by the City of Dreams.
Anoop Parik '()!) is an English and eco-
nomics double iiuijorfrom Kolkata, India.
'
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100 000 alumni worldwide
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CAMPUS
Theater performs a
dramatic reading
The College of Wooster presented a
dramatic reading of The Day That
Cries Forever" on Nov. 2 1 and 22.
"Forever" is a series of stories that
were collected by John E! Smelcer and
adapted by Dale Seeds, professor of
theater at Wooster.
It was directed by Bonnie Milne
Gardener, a playwright and director at
Ohio Wesleyan University and former
classmate of Seeds.
The play tells the story of communi-
ty members following an earthquake
that devastated the town of Chenega,
Alaska in 1964.
"I was really moved by the eloquence,
compassion and honesty of the stories,"
said Seeds. "The survivors' descriptions
of the catastrophic event, including the
horror of watching people being
washed out to sea by the tsunamis that
followed, were very emotional. More
than a quarter of the population was
wiped out." - .
A capella groups
performfall concerts
. The C.O.W. Belles and Merry
Kuween of Skots presented their fall
,
concerts together on Tuesday, Dec. 2 at
the Scheide Music Center.
: The C.O.W. Belles, led by Jodi
Sprajcar '09, sang The Wooster Love
Song," the College's alma mater writ-
ten in 1912. They also performed "I
Kissed a Girl," "Hide and Seek," "Don't
Stop Me Now," "Popular," "Boogie
Woogie Bugle Boy," "Carol of the
Bells," "Let It Snow" and "I'll Be Home
for Christmas."
Soloists included Taylor Lamborn
'11, Bron Schaefer '12, Sprajcar, Katie
Pifer '09 and Suzannah Roush '09.
The C.O.W. Belles sang a selection of
their songs yesterday at the Wooster
Hospital and will sing today in Lowry.
The C.O.W. Belles were followed by
the men's a capella group, Merry f
Kuween of Skots. They performed
"Mr. Brightside," "Harlem Nocturn,"
"Angel in the Centerfold," "Another
Irish Drinking Song" "Hey There,
Delilah," and "Insomniac."
Solo performances were given by
Paul Winchester "11, Phil McLeod '09,
Owen Reynolds '09, Scott Danielson
'09, Dan Castol '12, Brett Dawson 'l 1,
and Stephen Wicks "10.
NATIONAL
"The Hills" couple
secretly ties the knot
Heidi Montag and Spencer Pratt,
controversial lovebirds and stars of
MTV's hit show The Hills," tied the
knot Thursday, Nov. 20 in a secret cere-
mony.
' The nuptials took place in Cabo San
Lucas, Mexico, according to E! online.
While the ceremony took place away
from MTV's cameras, the couple shared
their good news exclusively with Us
Weekly and were pictured on the cover
of the magazine. .
Pratt shared his vows with the maga-
zine. "Heidi, from the moment you came
into my life, I knew my life would never
be the same without you. You are the
light in my life like , the sun to the
earth.Your loving warmth makes me
want to be a better person. Being with
you, I feel complete."
Spears allegedly had
lipo while pregnant
While Jaime Lynn Spears was preg-
nant, she may have had liposuction, says
a source.
E! online reports that Spears origi-
nally thought she was putting on
weight before she discovered she was
pregnant with boyfriend Casey
Aldridge's baby. The 17-year-- old star of
the Nickelodeon show "Zoey 101" asked
her mother's permission to get liposuc-
tion, said the source.
.
"She didn't know she was pregnant
when she filled out the health question-
naire prior to the procedure," a second
source reveals. "Her mom approved the
injections and went through tons of red
taX! to get the clinic to administer them
to an underage patient."
Despite the rumored procedure,
daughter Maddie Briann was born in a
healthy condition.
Rrirft mrnhilsti hv Mamrie Thnnellv
Twilight draws fans to big screen
Vampire books, movie top the charts
Maggie Donnelly
A&E Editor
Edward Cullen dazzles me.
Played by , Robert Pattinson,
Edward Cullen is the heartthrob
vampire and star of the "Twilight"
series written by Stephanie Meyer,
which opened in theaters as a movie
of the same title on Nov. 21.
The Twilight series and Edward
Cullen achieved cult-lik- e status over
the summer as Meyer released the
fourth and final book in the series,
"Breaking Dawn."
Fans have since been anxiously
awaiting the release of the first
Twilight" movie.
Twilight" begins when Bella
Swan, an average teenage girl from
Phoenix, Ariz., (Kristen Stewart),
moves to Forks, Wa., to live with her
dad, the resident police chief, when
her mother remarries.
The new girl in a small town,
Bella immediately attracts the atten-
tion of other students at her high
school (especially the boys), but she
only craves the attention of the
mysterious Edward Cullen.
Edward and his siblings (Alice,
Jasper, Rosalie and Emmett) are all
devastatingly good-lookin- g, but
tend to keep to themselves.
The Cullen family is a mystery to
the townspeople of Forks, and is
known for their eccentric behavior,
like going on long camping trips
when they should be in school,
wearing strange clothing and never
going in the sun.
Bella gains insight into the Cullen
family from her friend Jacob Black
who is a member of the local Indian
tribe, and distrusts the Cullensfor
their unnaturalness.
With his information and some
research done on her own, she dis-
covers that the Cullen family are
vampires.
Despite this, Bella is not deterred
and continue .... her ... . quest K. fpr;
.Edward's heart.
The moviegoer falls in love with
Edward as Bella does and not just
Swift rocks
Andrew Vogel
Sports Editor
I will be the first to admit that
Taylor Swift's new album is not the
manliest music to listen to. '
In fact, in terms of masculinity,
it's probably on par with Grey's
Anatomy. I am completely aware that
Swift may not be on the iPod of
every college male.
However, after the 18-year-- old
babe has come out with her second
best-selli- ng album, "Fearless," in
three years, I've decided that this
i,
f
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"Nothing Like the Holidays"
"Doubt"
"Delgo"
"FrostNixon"
"The Day the Earth
Stood Still"
"What Doesn't Kill You"
Illustration by Taylor Lamborn.
for his tousled blonde hair, amber
eyes and delicate features.
Edward's traditional values (he's
been a 17-year-- old vampire since
1918) lead him in an old-fashion- ed
romance with Bella that literally
sweeps her off her feet as he takes
her on a romantic
adventure through
the treetops of a
forest.
His tenderness
and care for Bella
show a human side
to Edward that
makes him seem like a regular
teenage boy who turns out to be a
vampire.
The only catch is that Edward is
attracted to the scent of Bella's
blood, and must practice self-restrai-nt
not to kill her.
However, Edward is put to the test
when a rival gang of vampires are
overcome with the desire to kill
Bella.
.
The Cullens must find a way to
save; her-witho- ut being -- discovered
for what they really are. ' '
The majority of the drama in the
plot is internal. Will lie or won't he
new album
doesn't really matter Swift can fiat
out sing.
Typically, my country tastes have
favored a little more on the redneck
side I would much rather listen to
Hank Williams Jr.
and David Allan
Coe than LeAnn
Rimes or Sheryl
Crow any day.
One of the rea
sons for this is that
I've always like country music to
have a little soul and twang to it.
Otherwise, it's too similar to pop
UPCOMING MOVIE RELEASES
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kill Bella? Will Edward change
Bella into a vampire like him? Will
Edward save Bella and be able to
resist killing her himself?
While it's more of a love story
'
than the next Harry Potter, the fan-
tasy element of "Twilight" is well-do- ne i:
and intriguing, and adds to the
drama for audi-
ence members
who don't come
to see the beau-
ty and bravery
of Edward
Cullen.
"Twilight" follows the book's sto-
ryline closely and does not disap-
point die-ha- rd fans. At the same
time, it's entertaining and easy for
those who have not read the book to
understand.
.
The movie is a perfect balance of
mystery, fantasy and romance that
will satisfy the Edward Cullen cult
members and newcomers alike.
Audiences will leave the theater
desperate for the next installment in
the Twilight series, and they will be,
as Bella says, "unconditionally and
irrevocably in love" with Edward
Cullen.
"Fearless"
music and for that, you might as well 't
watch American Idol. I
However, one of the great things !
about Swift's music is that it's easy !
to listen to. j
This is one of the Ii
1
reasons Swift came
out with five differ- - I
ent songs, including
"Tim MiGraw" and jj
"Our Song," from
her debut album ';
!
that all cracked the Billboard Top 0 i
and Swift became arguably the ii
hottest country singer, both figura- - j
tively and literally, overnight. j
One of Swift's other trademarks is !
that may of her songs are simply ';
fast-pac- ed and energizing.
. .
,
This is the defining characteristic ;
in of favorite fromtwo my songs ;
Fearless, which are "You Belong jj
with Me" and "Tell Me Why." !I
Both of these songs are great j
workout songs, and are sure to put 'j
you in a better mood.
Swift can also slow it down and
make moving ballads as well
"Love Story" is currently the numbe-
r-one country song.
While "Love Story" Is topping the
country charts and seems to be the
most acclaimed song of Swift's new
album, I actually felt that "The Way
I Loved You" is the best song on
Swift's new album.
Overall, listeners who loved
Swift's first album will inevitably
like the second.
Swift's style hasn't changed much
since the first album, and after the
success site's achieved.
And that's probably a good thing
for Sw'ift, who may well be one of
the the hottest stars in Nashville.
DEC. 25
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A social network aimed at connect-
ing you witli friends and family seems
like an innocent enough idea.
While keeping in touch with BFFs,
random acquaintances and various peo-
ple you may take Facebook too far and
find it enthralling
to stalk people onft many levels.Facebook fills
the void that has
developed amidst
the absence of a
Stephaniefllller friendly smile or
-
- wink.an inviting
Now, pokes serve to grab attention
T and "friending" automatically leads to a
4 new relationship level, regardless of
I how menial the actual circumstance,
i "So I met this cute guy Saturday
night," my beaming triend remarks
with a smile. "Should I friend him?" she
asks, hesitant over whether they are
mutually ready and willing to take the
next step.
"Go for it," I determine after careful-
ly surveying the situation and conclud-- '
ing that this new man is, without a
doubt, Faccbook-frien- d material.
My friend, not unlike the rest of us,
hopes that this blatant display of inter- -
est will lead to a wall post, maybe a
message and, if she's lucky, a face-t- o- 7
11.. r..ll......liace convei saiioii uiiuiaii iuuuwcu
by a proposal in due time.
However, what Naive Nancy refuses
to realize is the stress associated with
this seemingly fun Website. The eti-
quette of this so-call- ed "social net-
work" has become more of a plague
than a holiday. .
It begins with the construction of
the profile. Millions of people have
become Facebook members, sadly
oblivious to the fact that once they join
this progressive cult, their lives shall
never be the same.
Creating your virtual profile is a
tedious task. You are bombarded with
questions. If I put Hanson on my
musical favorites, will I still have
friends upon logout? If I let the world
know I am a Republican, will my repu-
tation be sullied forever?
Along with the profile, your status
must be carefully planned, because
everyone knows everybody gives a rat's
ass.
You can't tell all your Facebook
friends you are just taking a nap or
doing laundry!" By God, you must
I...........W' L.i.ni.unlinl into!.ilium; jrwui uii awuiiu .i'iiii.wiiui iiin-i- -
esting and at least slightly supernatu- -
nil! You must make them think you are
reading Nietzsche, having a jam session
with your new Fender or at the very
least, getting wasted and hanging out
with your "besties"!
And thank God for addition of the
status bar, because now you can tell the
whole world your innermost thoughts,
most astounding revelations and
inrri'iMUv mrvnn:l1 rinrri'tti
"
"v
Laura (for example) is "feeling torn
apart by her lover's lietrayal but know- -
ing, deep within her heart's core, she
deserved it." News of the breakup will
lc circulating in and out of cyberspace
within the time it takes one bored soul
w ho cares to read it on their mini feed.
Now that your friend Laura (who
you actually haven't sxken to since
high school) assumes you must be
aware of her disasterous news, you are
burdened with Sending her a message
with your condolences. After all, you
: pride yourself on lieing an extraordi--1
narily great Facebook friend.
The anxiety continues whenever I
am friended. After my new. buddy has
made the first move, I am aware that
the mouse is in my haiid and my plan of
action must lie flawlessly executed.
Does their obvious illustration of
intrigue deseqvc a response? If so,
when is the right time to do such? Will
a K)ke suffice, or will the desire of this
avid Facelxxiker only be satiated with
an enthusiastic wall post?
These dire questions cloud my mind
that ivdready flooded with exam dates,
pax.T deadlines and the constant threat
that someone may tag a horrendously
'unflattering picture of me in one of
their albums.
This begs the question: is Mark
ZuckerlxTg a friend or a foe? Has his .
creation elevated him to an almost god-
like status or docs his snawn's anxietv
lead us to shun his creative genius?.
Unfortunately, this question won't be
answered in this article, because
Facebook tells nie John is at Scot Lanes
and I am convinced that a quick chat
over some heavy balls will give me the
green light to finally FB-frie- nd this
hottie who has, for so long, only licen a
mere name on my list of stalkables.
Stephanie Fuller is a bi-wee- kly colum-
nist for. the Voice. She can be reached for
comment at SFuller09(S),wostrr.edH.
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Scots' season kicks off
i I
Kaitlin Krister '10 has cleaned
aging 1 2 rebounds per game
Missie Bender
Editor in Chief
The women's basketball team lost by
three points in their game against
Bluffton University last Saturday, but
that's not the number people are
remembering.
Center Kaitlin Krister '10 scored 26
points, which is a game and career high
for the six-foot- er. Fourteen of the 26
career-hig-h points were scored in the
second half this encouraged the
Scots to play harder.
.
Another notable scorer was guard
Keshia Butler '12, who scored 15 points
in her first game starting for the Scots.
On Wednesday, the Scots played in
the North Coast Athletic Conference
opening game at Oberlin College.
,
Kim Winz '10 scored a career high
total of 33 points. The Scots dominat-
ed against the Yeowomen (74-5- 7).
Colleen Goodwillie '10 also had a
notable performance. Goodwillie tallied
five points for the Scots, one of them
being a three-X)int- er.
The Scots will play seven games dur-
ing winter break, two of them will be in
The upsides
Yes, the system is about as imerfect
as FEMA's response team. Yes, the sys--
teni has more prob- -r i than the1-
-
Clev, eland Browns.
X14-- I And I yes, the systemS has been discussed
more often than
andrewvogel zuuo presiuenuai
election. However,
despite it all, I come in defense of the
indefensible I come in defense of the
Bowl Championship Series.
The much-malign- ed system that
determines college football's national
championship has come under more
scrutiny over the years than the U.S.
Department of Justice. Fans and coach-
es across the nation from Tommy
Tuberville at Auburn to Pete Carroll at
USC are calling to scrap the system
completely. Even President-ele- ct
Barack Obama is lobbying for an eight-tea- m
playoff field. Despite all the whin-
ing, a playoff field will never happen in
.
NCAA Divr I-- A college football.
For starters, the NCAA just inked a
deal with ESPN. One month ago, ESPN
signed a deal to carry BCS bowl games
for $125 million per year starting in
201 1 and lasting until 2014. For better
or worse, money talks and will talk
for at least six more years.
Secondly, as broken as the BCS sys-
tem seems, interest in college football
has never been higher. As strange as it
seems, the BCS is actually good for col-
lege football.
The downsides of the BCS are
numerous. BCS rankings give as much
clarity to the national championship
race as a jigsaw puzzle. Because only
two teams can qualify for the right to
play in the national championship, the
hottest team down the stretch is often
left out of the championship picture if
it has lost earlier in the season. To put it
simply, the system truly isn't fair. Yet
that's what makes college football so
interesting.
v
the glass for the Scots, aver
(Photo by Jesse Allen).
Boston. "We are going to play two
games in Boston and I am looking for-
ward to spending time with the girls on
the team." said team caption Meredith
Wilson '09.
Tomorrow, the Scots will host Case
Western Reserve University. The game
begins at '5 p.m in Timken
Gymnasium.
December
Women's
Basketball
Schedule
. ....... . ....... ;
Dec.6 Case Western Reserve
(Hoops for Healing Day)
Dec. 14 at Pine Manor
Dec. 16 at Worcester State
Dec. 29 " at Westminster (Pa.)
of a beaten and beleaguered
The beauty of the BCS is that it
places emphasis on every week of the
season. Thus, what we are left with is
the most regular season in sports. In
every other sport, teams that trip up
early always have a shot to prove them-
selves later in the season. This isn't the
case in college football. If teams don't
bring their game every week, they're
likely to get left out of the picture.
Moreover, is it such a bad thing that
teams are forced to perform at a high
level week in and week out? While
many fans complain that losing one or
two games eliminates teams from the
title chase is unfair, it only reinforces the
magnitude of the weekly
schedule.
If we replaced the
existing system with an
eight-or-1- 6 team playoff,
this emphasis would be
lost. If Penn State was
assured a playoff berth if
it won its conference, its
loss to Iowa earlier this
year wouldn't have mat-
tered. If undefeated
Michigan and undefeated
Ohio State both knew
they were guaranteed a
playoff berth before their
annual meeting two jjyears ago, the mosthyix-- d rivalry in football
wouldn't have had nearly
a,s much hyX!. If West
Virginia had been
ensured a playoff !erth
last year, its game against
Pittsburgh would have
been irrelevant. As it was
the game did matter, the
Mountaineers lost, Rich
Rodriguez went north
and is now having a hard-
er time finding prosjx'ri-t-y
than the nearby auto
industry.
While a great deal of
T T-
-
!
Sportsvoice ,
Swimmers gear up for
Wooster Invitational
Sara Brown
Sports Editor
Wooster's swimming and diving
team battled throughout their entire
meet with Westminster College, with
the last few events deciding who would
be victorious on Saturday in the Timken
Natatorium. The women's team pulled
.
out a 139-1- 23 win over the Titans. The
men, however, suffered a devastating
loss of 152-13- 2. The women improved
their record to 5--1, with their third con-
secutive victory over Westminster since
the two programs started competing
back in 2002. .
Wooster's opening relay team, the
200 medley team, started the Scots off
in the right direction as Meggie
Edwards '09, Tamari Farquharson '11,
Alice Case ' 10 and Molly Bittner '09 fin-
ished with a time of 1:52:68. The final
event was the 400 freestyle, in which
Wooster was again victorious. The
team consisted of Bittner, Case,
Farquharson and May Tobar "11. The
quartet finished with a time of 3:43.63,
which also ended the duel between
Wooster and Westminster. Despite the
fact that the women only took six out of
the 16 events, they racked up other
valuable points along the way, showcas-
ing the depth in their team this season.
For Wooster's men, Eric Babbitt '10
led the way for the Scots with three
separate first-pla- ce finishes. He was
victorious in- - the 200 butterfly
(1:59.50), the 100 freestyle (48.14) and
the 100 butterfly (53.70). Another
major contributor for the men was
Luke Knezdvic '12, who continued his
breakout season for the Scots on the
diving board. Knezevic twik home the
event titles in the one-met- er (275.50)
Meggie Edwards '09 and the
start (Photo courtesy OPI.
clarity would be added if college foot
ball moved to a playoff format, it would
come at the expense of the regular sea-
son. As fun as college basketball season
is, there isn't much drama until March.
Compelling storylines in college bas-
ketball aren't written in the regular sea-
son, they're written in the NCAA
Tournament. In college football, com-
pelling storylines are written weekly,
starting in August.
Also, as flawed as the BCS rankings
may seem, they only enhance the drama
of the regular season. They foster dia-
logue among fans. Every fan in the
country has a different perspective on
j i JL ' I
n r
'Mite
and three-met- er (270.05) competitions
for the Fighting Scots.
The Scots' next competition is the
Wooster Invitational, which begins
today at the Wooster High School.
Aside from Wooster, there will be 1 1
other teams competing, a mixture of
Division II and III schools.
"Edinboro and Gannon are two tal-
ented Division II teams," said Head
Coach Rob Harrington of the teams
that would be competing in the Invite.
"Westminster, Case and Ohio Northern
are our biggest Division III chal-
lengers," he added.
The Wooster Invite is one of the
highlights for the swim team each and
every year. "It gives our swimmers an
opportunity to swim a championship
format meet, which is the same format
they will swim at our conference meet
in February," said Coach Harrington.
The Invite not only gives the swimmers
an edge, but the coaching staff as well,
providing mid-seas- on feedback on the
performance of the swimmers along
with training.
With both the men's and women's
swim teams competing so intensely this
season and both having very impressive
records so far, the Invite looks to be
another competition to keep the swim-
mers in peak physical .condition and
strong competition.
"On the women's side, we have a
tremendous amount of depth through-
out each event. This ' should be an
advantage to us," Harrington said. 'The
numbers aren't as great on the men's
side. The meet will be more of a chal-
lenge to our men, but I know they will
rise up to the occasion."
The Fighting Scots next compete
against Hiram College on Friday, Jan. 9.
women's team are off to a fast
BCS system
why specific teams should be ranked
higher or lower. In one sense, the BCS
increases fan participation. Yes, the sys-
tem is inexact and leaves much left up
for discussion, but why is that so inher-
ently bad?
The reality is that, love it or hate it,
the BCS is here to stay. Despite all the
criticism, the BCS isn't going anywhere,
kind of like Double Core. Due to the
BCS, interest in college football has
' never been higher.
Whether or not the BCS is really bro-
ken is up for debate. Regardless, college
administrators don't plan on fixing it
anytime soon.
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Sports Editor AnJrrui Vogrl recently
talked about tlx upcoming basketball sea-
son with Kaitlin Krister '10.- - '
Tlte Humeri's basketball team suffered
through a tough sea--
son last year. This
I .., til
team won its opener j "
in me Jan jswltois v
lournament has
been competitive in
krister
all three of its
; games.
Krister herself has come up big this sea
son, averaging 19 points and V relxmnds
sofar.
AV: Last year, the team struggled
through inexperience and injuries,
posting a 6-- 19 record at the.end of
the season in a tie for seventh
place. How tough was it to go
through last year?
KK: Losing is never easy. We had
opportunities to win more games than
we did, and some of those losses were
a result of our inexperience. However,
going through the tribulations of
injury and inexperience has made us a
stronger and more determined team.
AV: Midway through the season,
the team lost Kym Wenz '10, the
2007 Newcomer of the Year and
the team's leading scorer. How did
Kym's injury affect the team?
KK: Obviously, her injury impacted
the team greatly. She is one of the best
players that we have out on the floor.
She is a tremendous offensive threat
and her abil ties were much needed.
Her injury, however, allowed some
others the opportunity to play and to
gain some game experience. Her
injury has made our bench much deep-
er and experienced.
AV: While the team has only
played three games, it has been
competitive in all three and could
easily be S-- 0 right now. What's the
difference between last year's team
and this year's team?
I" KK: This year's team is 'determined
10 pui iusi season ocuinu us. we nave
refocused our goals and each player
works hard at every practice 'to make
not only themselves but the team bet-
ter. This year's team has the a tremen-
dous amount of talent," experience,
and the work ethic to, make success
happen.
AV: The team was picked to finish
only sixth in the NCAC, at the bot
tom of the conference. Does that
give the team extra motivation to
go out and prove the skeptics wrong
and surprise the other teams in the
conference?
KK: Yes, to say the least it had made
us more motivated to prove all the
skeptics wrong. We take it personally
when we have four starters returning
and are voted to finish sixth. If any
thing it has made us more determined
to come out every game ami give
teams a wake-u- p call. We are not
going to let teams control our game,
we will control theirs.
AV: What would you say is the key
to sustaining the team's early suc-
cess this season?
KK: The key to our success will be
to shut teams down early. We have
learned that when we play well defen-
sively our offense comes more easily
and is more effective. We cannot-allo- w
teams to hang around, allowing every
game to be a battle.
AV: The men's team always gets
cover ace on campus, while the
women's team has really struggled
to get a constant following in recent
years. Docs that bother the team or
provide extra motivation i'or you
guys to go out and prove yourselves
so that others take notice?
KK: I don't feci that it bothers us.
The men's team is good and they
deserve the coverage they receive
However, we would love to have mor
fans at our games and more of a fol
lowing, but we realize that we need to
win more games in order to gain tlw
support.
AV: The team has not made it to
the NCAC Tournament in more
than a decade. Is this the year that
the team finally breaks through?
Why or why not?
KK: I think this year would Ik the
perfect opportunity for us to make to
the NCAC tournament. No one woul
be expecting it and it would lc a gre;i
feeling to surprise everyone and to
showcase the tremendous amount (
talent that this particular team has.
Kaitlin Krister is also the Ad Manager
ror tlw Voice. Slie w.v not involved iwlh
the production of this story.
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Scots prepare for early season test against OWU
Terrence Williams '12 and six other first-yea- rs have seen action
backcourt players step up in the absence of Brandon Johnson '09
Andrew Vogel
Sports Editor
.
.
The men's basketball team didn't get
oil' to a blazing start to In'gin the sea-
son, losing three of the first six con-
tests in '2008. However, given the
team's relative inexperience and being
forced to play without its star point
guard in the early going, the slow start
is not altogether unexpected.
For the first time in seven years, the
Scots did not win the Al Van. Wie
Tournament held on the team's home
floor on the season's opening weekend.
On Nov. 21, the Scots were upset 7'2-- 70
by Washington & Jetfer m University.
In the opening cotuest, the Scots
were plagued by poor foul shooting and
lost the game at the foul line. The team
shot just I3-of-- 24 from the line, com-
pared to the Presidents' 19-of-- 2.'J effort
at the charity stripe. Despite the rough
night at the free throw line, the Scots
almost pulled out a dramatic victory at
the buzzer, but the- - would-ln- .' game-winni- ng
three-poi- nt shot from Ian
Franks 'II hit the rim and fell just
short. Franks led the team in scoring
against the Presidents, with a team-hig- h
21 points. The following night,
the Presidents would go on to knock
favored Randolph-Maco- n College,
ranked No. 14 in theDiv. Ill preseason
poll, in the tournament championship
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by a score of 71-6- 4.
In the consolation game, the Scots
took on Messiah College, which had
lost its first round game to Randolph-Maco- n
by a score of 75-4- 9. While the
Scots were ahead for most of the con- -
,
test, they were never able to really pull
away, as the pesky Falcons stayed with-
in striking distance all evening and
took a !3-!- '2 lead early in the second
half, but immediately gave it back. After
reclaiming the lead, the Scots coasted
the rest of the way. The final score was
80-7- 7, Scots.
In this one, Franks again led the
charge. After scoring 21 the previous
night, Franks poured in a career-hig-h
24 points on 8-o- f-ll shooting from
field. With Johnson out to start the sea-
son and Franks bringing the ball up
court, the Scots' offense ran through
the baby-face- d sophomore in the team's
first two games.
The offense also received a big lift
from newcomer Justin Hallowell '12,
who added 17 points. The 6-- 7 forward
from Worthington, Ohio has proved
early on that he can shoot the ball from
behind-the-ar- c. Hallowell shot 5-o- f-l 1
from three-poi- nt land and grabbed
three rebounds. HalloweU's height and
shooting ability could pose matchup
problems for opposing teams, especial-
ly as Hallowell continues to improve.
The following. Tuesday, the team
Punter Kevin Friedman
v0Sl (AH-MCA- C ttttt Team)
Center Msrm TVepea C9
Utt'NCAC rirt TVam)
Defensive End Luke
0-tWMVtAtl-NCA-
C
5 e tend Team)
Quarterback Austin Hotter
MO ( An NCAC Second
Team
Tackle Cam LcMater
H All NCAC Secord
Team)
Tackle John Ofcery 1Q
(AN NCAC Second Team)
Cornerback Jordan Ross
yCS (Atr-NCA- C Second
Team)
Running Back Dustin
SNcpFatd C3 (Ati NCAC
Second Team)
Defensive End Luke
Crake 1t (AU-NCA- C
. Second Team)
Defensive Tackle Pat
Byrne VS9 (AU-NCA- C
Hcnoratete Mention)
Guard Jeh Clark '69 (All-NCA- C
Honorable Mention)
Wide Receiver IV! ike
NCAC Honorable
Mention)
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(Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).
traveled to Pittsburgh, Pa. to take on
Carnegie Mellon University, which is
undefeated. Despite being tied at 35
going into halftime, the Tartans pulled
a fast one on the Scots early in the sec-
ond half, going on a 12-- 3 run in a four-minu- te
span. While the Scots made a
few runs, the team was never able to
rally all the way back, and the Tartans
improved to 3-- 0 on the season. Franks
led all scorers with 14. Guard Dustin
Geitgey '10 added a career-hig- h 12
points. The Scots did lead for the first
15 minutes of the game.
Last Saturday, the team continued its
trek across the Midwest, this time to
Hanover, hid. as part of the Collier
Tournament. The Scots were left with
the tall order of taking on the
University of Wisconsin-Plattevill- e,
ranked No. 7 in the country. While the
Scots were tied 46-4- 6 in the second
half, the opponents' second half "surge
again, doomed the Scots. This time, a
19-- 5 run by the Pioneers proved to be
:
V'
1 4
4
4.'
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Center Robert Melick '10 has provided a post presence off the
bench (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).
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Fighting Scot football
players who earned
post-seaso- n acco-
lades, including five
who were named first
team all-conferen- ce.
Head Coach Mike
Schmitz was honored
as the North Coast
Athletic Conference
Coach of the Year.
enough. HalloVvell led all scorers with
points. Hallowell again made his liv-
ing behind the arc, making 5-o- f-9
behind the three-poi- nt line.
Transfer Nathan Balch '10 chipped
15 points and dished out five assists
off the bench and gave a boost to the
backcourt. Franks led the team in
rebounds with eight.
In the tournament's consolation
game, the Scots finally got better
Hanover proved to be in the wrong
place at the wrong time. The Scots
snapped a two-ga- me losing streak and
ran Hanover out of its own gym, win-
ning by a landslide margin of 93-6- 1.
Balch again came up big off the
bench, this time leading the team with
points and six assists. Four other
Scots totaled double figures in scoring
Franks, Hallowell and Matt Fegan
"12 all chipped in 12 apiece, while Bryan
Wickliffe '11 added 10.
While a 2-- 3 isn't usually a cause for
celebration, the Scots have beeVi com-
petitive in all five games, despite play-
ing a non-conferen- ce slate that is one of
the toughest in the country. The team's
first-ye- ar players have played well and
contributed, showing that head coach
Steve Moore may use a younger crop of
players than he has used in the past.
Tomorrow night the team takes on
Ohio Wesleyan, the team that celebrat-
ed the NCAC Tournament champi-
onship in the Scots' home gym last
year: While Wittenberg University has
historically been the rivalry game with
the most attention, the Battling
Bishops have proven that they are a
team to be reckoned within the NCAC.
The game begins at 7:30 p.m. in the
Timken Gymnasium.
If the Scots can pull out a win
tomorrow, it will be a strong sign that
this young Scots team is still the class
of the conference, and will only get
better with the return of its star point
guard Brandon Johnson '09, who is
slated to be back later this month.
If the Bishops win tomorrow,
though, the Sfots will know they're
in for a dogfight the rest of the way
this season. '
Combined scoring
average of center
Kaitlin Krister '10
and guard Kym Wenz .
' 1 0 so far this season.
.
Krister is averaging
19 points and Wenz
is averaging 18.3 in
the team's first three
games.
Straight years the
men's basketball
team had won the
season opening Al
Van Wie Tournament
to start the season.
That streak was
snapped after a 72-7- 0
loss to Washington
& Jefferson two
weeks ago.
NCAC Standings
The Wooster Voice
'TllMi' I lit,
Don't have clue who't eoinr to win
the big game? Every week, tporti nuti
Sara Brown, Patrick Hughes, Andrew
Vogel and Johann Weber will pick the
week" biggest football garnet, both col-
lege and pro. Some will be on the mark,
other probably not o much. Well track
their progress every week with season
standings.
Two Weeks Ago
Patrick 17-- 8
Andrew 16-- 9
Johann 13-- 14
Sara 11-- 14
Season Standings
Patrick 188-8- 9
Sara 166-11- 1
Andrew 169-10-8
Johann 159-11-8
P Patrick, S Sara, A Andrew
J Johann, All Everyone
NCAA Games
Thursday, Dec 4
Louisville at Rutgers (All)
Saturday, Dec. 6
(All) 43 Pitt at Connecticut
P 17 B.C vs. 85 Va. Tech (All)
(J, A) 1 Bama vs. 4 Florida (P, S)
(All) 5 USC at UCLA
40 Miizou vs. 4 OU (All)
(All) Arizona St. at Arizona
(P) USF at West Va. (A, J, S)
(All) 13 Cincinnati at Hawaii
NFL Games
Thursday, Dec. 4
.
Oakland at San Diego (All) '
Sunday, Dec. 7
Jacksonville at Chicago .(All)
(All) Minnesota at Detroit .
(J) Houston at Green Bay (A, S, P)
Cleveland at Tennessee (All)
(J.) Cincinnati at Indy (A, S, P)
(AH) Atlanta at New Orleans
(A) Philadelphia at N.Y. Giants (J, S, P)
Kansas City at Denver (All)
(P) Miami at Buffalo (A, J, S)
(All) N.Y. Jets at San Francisco
(A, S, P) New England at Seattle (J)
St. Louis at Arizona (All)
Dallas at Pittsburgh (All)
Monday, Nov. 44 .
(J) Tampa Bay at Carolina (A, S, P)
Stuck in Wooster
over break?
Catch the Scot
basketball teams
In action!
MEWS TEAM
SATURDAY, DEC. 13
vs. Albion at 7:30 p.m.
MONDAY, DEC. 29
"Mose" Hole Kiwanis Tournament
Keen vs. Mount Union at 5:30 p.m.
Thiel vs. Wooster at 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY, DEC 20
Consolation Game at 5:30 p.m.
Championship Game at 7:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S TEAM
FRIDAY, JAN. 2
vs. Denison at 7:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 7
vs. Kenyon at 7:30 p.m.
7
First-yea- rs out of 13
players who have seen
playing time this sea-
son and also have
stepped on the floor
for the men's basket-
ball team. The new-
comers have been led
by Justin Hallowell
'12, who is averaging
14 points.
Womea'l Baikctball Mcn'i Basketball
.
Mcn'l Bukctball
Top25PoIU Top 25 NCAC
1. )UW- - Whitewater (4-0- ) 1.) Washington U (5-0- ) 1.) Kenyon (5-0- )
2. ) Oglethorpe (4-0- ) 2.) UW-Whitewat- er (5-- 0) 2.) Ohio Wesleyan (3-- 1)
3)Kcan(4-0-) 3.) Augustana (3-- 1)
,
3.) Hiram (2-- 1)
4. ) Hope (3-0- ) 4.)Whcaton(lU.)(24-5- p 3.) Wabash (2-1- )
5. ) Rochester (4-0- ) 5.) UW-PlattevU- le (6-0- ) 5.) Wooster (3-- 3)
6. ) Illinois Wesleyan (3-0- ) 6.) St. Thomas (3-0- ) 6.) Oberlin (2-- 3)
7. ) Thomas More (5-0- ) 7.) UW-- Stevens Point (4-0- ) 6.) Allegheny (2-3- )
8. ) Washington U (4-- 1) 8.) Elmhurst (5-0- ) 8.) Wittenberg (1-- 2)
9. ) Messiah (4-0- ) 9.) Gettybsurg (3-0- ) 9.) Denison (1-- 3)
10 ) Simpson (5-0- ) 10.) Amherst (3-0- ) , 10.) Earlham (0-5- )
11. ) Howard Payne (5-0- ) II .) Buena Vista (4-1- ) Women's Basketball
12. ) Baldwin-Wallac- e (2-- 1) 12.) Capital (4-0- ) NCAC
13. ) UW-Ea- u Claire (5-0- ) 13.) Illinois Wesleyan (3-0- ) 1.) Wittenberg (4-1- )
14 ) Amherst (5-0- ) 14.) Puget Sound (5-0- ) 2.) Allegheny (3-2- )
15 )Marymount(3-0- ) 15.) Whitworth(4-0-) . 3.) Wooster (2-- 2)
16. ) New York (6-0- ) 16.) Elms (5-0- ) 4.) Ohio Wesleyan (2-- 3)
17. ) Mary Wahington (5-0- ) 17.) Worscester Polytech (4-0- ) 5.) Denison (1-- 2)
18. ) DeSales (3-- 1) 18.) St. Mary's (Md.) , 5.) Hiram (1-- 2)
19. ) DePauw (3-- 2) 19.) Carnegie Mellon (5-0- ) 7.) Earlham (0-4- )
20. ) Tufts (3-1- )
.
20.) Mass-Dartmou- th (4-0- ) 7.) Kenyon (04)
21. )Brandeis(5-0- ) 21.)Ursinus(3-l- ) 7.) Oberlin (0-- 4)
22. ) Chicago (4-1- ) 22.) Transylvania (3-0- )
23. ) Muhlenberg (3-- 0) 23.) Centre (2-- 1) Standings taken from Northcoast.org, the official
24. ) Saint Norbert (2-- 2) 24.) North Carolina Wesleyan (64) site of the NCAC. All standings as of Dec. 1, 2008
25 ) Southern Maine (4-- 0) 25.) Rhode Island College (2-- 1)
